


 Learn how Google really works.

 Discover some Google secrets no one ever tells 

you.

 Play around with some of Google’s advanced 

search operators.

 Find out where to get more Google-related help 

and information.

 Do this without getting to geekish.



 Google's mission is to organize the 
world's information and make it 
universally accessible and useful.

…and make lots of money in the process.



Google indexes 130 trillion individual 
webpages...

130,000,000,000,000

To put this in perspective, 130 trillion seconds is 
4,119,539 years



Or, at least, how I think Google really works.



 Sites are ranked based on their importance. 
Horizontal bars displayed next to each web 
page indicate the importance of the page. 

 Google searches all the content of each site 
within a category, not just the titles and 
descriptions. This capability allows deeper 
searching within categories and produces more 
relevant results than any other directory search. 

 The classification technique allows users one-
click access from regular Google search results 
to the most relevant hand-selected web pages. 

How Google Works



 For obvious reasons, the folks at Google would 

rather the Wizard of Oz stay behind the curtain, 

so to speak.

 So, what you are about to see on the next few 

slides are just plain guesses on my part.

 And, my guesses are probably completely

wrong!  But they are appealing.  And that’s all 

that really matters.



 I also need to warn you that my guesses use a 

little bit of algebra, but I promise it is simple

algebra.
◦ Well, there is one intimidating-looking equation, but 

we’ll get to that in a bit.

 We will be exploring the X → Y → Z’s of Google, 

and there can be different values for each 

variable (X1 → X2 … → Xn)

 I’ve lost you already, haven’t I?



 When you search for multiple keywords, Google first 
searches for all of your keywords as a phrase. 

 So, if your keywords are Disney fantasyland 
pirates, any pages on which those words appear as a 

phrase receive a score of X.



 Google then 

measures the 

adjacency between 

your keywords and 

gives those pages a 

score of Y.

 What does this mean 

in English?  Well …



A page that says: 

“My favorite Disney attraction, outside of 
Fantasyland, is Pirates of the Caribbean”

will receive a higher adjacency score than a page that 
says:

“Walt Disney was a both a genius and a 
taskmaster.  The team at WDI spent many 
sleepless nights designing Fantasyland.  But 
nothing could compare to the amount of 
Imagineering work required to create Pirates of 
the Caribbean.”



 Then, Google measures the number of times your 
keywords appear on the page (the keywords’ 
“weights”) and gives those pages a score of Z.

 A page that has the word disney four times, 
fantasyland three times, and pirates seven 
times would receive a higher weights score than a 
page that only has those words once.





 Google takes
◦ The phrase hits (the X’s), 

◦ The adjacency hits (the Y’s), 

◦ The weights hits (the Z’s), and 

◦ About 100 other secret variables few know about. 

 Throws out everything but the top 2,000

 Multiplies each remaining page’s individual 
score by it’s “PageRank”

 And, finally, displays the top 1,000 in order.



 There is a premise in higher education that the 
importance of a research paper can be judged 
by the number of citations the paper has from 
other research papers.

 Google simply applies this premise to the Web: 
the importance of a Web page can be judged by 
the number of hyperlinks pointing to it from other 
pages.

 Or, to put it mathematically (brace yourself – the 
next slide contains the intimidating-looking 
equation I warned you about) …
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Where

• PR(A) is the PageRank of Page A

• PR(T1) is the PageRank of page T1

• C(T1) is the number of outgoing links from the page 
T1

• d is a damping factor in the range of 0 → d → 1, in 

this case set to 0.85



 I promise there are no more equations in this 
lecture.

 I just wanted to show you that the page rank of a 
web page is the sum of the page ranks of all the 
pages linking to it divided by the number of links 
on each of those pages.
◦ A page with a lot of (incoming) links to it is deemed to 

be more important than a page with only a few links to 
it.

◦ A page with few (outgoing) links to other pages is 
deemed to be more important than a page with links to 
lots of other pages. 



 Google first searches for your keywords as a phrase and 
gives those hits a score of X.

 Google then searches for keyword adjacency and gives 
those hits a score of Y.

 Google then looks for keyword weights and gives those 
hits a score of Z.

 Google combines the Xs, the Ys, the Zs, and a whole 
bunch of unknown variables, and then weeds out all but 
the top 2,000 scores.

 Finally, Google takes the top 2,000 scores, multiplies 
each by their respective PageRank, and displays the top 
1,000.

 I think.



“It’s not wise to violate rules until
you know how to observe them.”

~ T.S. Eliot



Be specific ... because if you 
aren’t specific, you’ll end up 
with a bunch of garbage!



Search with an exact 
phrase, in an exact order.



Use quotes to search for those phrases.

“history of chocolate”



Use the + sign to require an exact match. This can be 

applied to single words or “phases”.  

“history of chocolate“ +”dark 
chocolate”



Use the - sign to exclude.

“history of chocolate“ -.com



Combine symbols as often as possible (see rule #1).

”history of chocolate” –.com 
+”dark chocolate” +.edu



Don't worry about punctuation, Google ignores 

punctuation. This includes @#%^*()=[]\ and other special 

characters.

”best comfort food”, “salem, 
oregon”?



Use “vs” for comparisons

”dark chocolate vs milk 
chocolate”



Google search results:

 widget parts    69,600,000 

 “widget parts”   3,710

 green “widget parts” 1,810

 “widget parts” green       1,800

 green “widget parts” -china 672

 green “widget parts” –china -.com              84

Part Two: In Summary

Results returned on 4/22/2019



1. Be specific ... because if you aren’t 
specific, you’ll end up with a bunch of 
garbage!

2. Use quotes to search for phrases. Use 
the + sign to require. Use the - sign to 
exclude.

3. Combine symbols as often as possible 
(see rule #1).

4. Don't worry about punctuation



Google’s shocking secrets revealed!



But there are ways to get around that.



 If you search for more than one keyword at a 

time, Google will automatically search for pages 

that contain ALL of your keywords.

 A search for disney fantasyland pirates

is the same as searching for disney AND 

fantasyland AND pirates



 To search for phrases, just put your phrase in 
quotes.

 For example, disney fantasyland 
“pirates of the caribbean”
◦ This would show you all the pages in Google’s index 

that contain the word disney AND the word 
fantasyland AND the phrase pirates of the 
caribbean (without the quotes)

 By the way, while this search is technically
perfect, my choice of keywords contains a 
(deliberate) factual mistake.  Can you spot it?



 Pirates of the Caribbean 
isn’t in Fantasyland, it’s 
in Adventureland in 
Orlando and New 
Orleans Square in 
Anaheim.

 So searching for 
disney AND 
fantasyland AND 
“pirates of the 

caribbean” probably 
isn’t a good idea. 



 Sometimes the default AND gets in the way.  
That’s where OR comes in.

 The Boolean operator OR is always in all caps 
and goes between keywords.

 For example, an improvement over our earlier 
search would be disney fantasyland OR 
“pirates of the caribbean”
◦ This would show you all the pages in Google’s index 

that contain the word disney AND the word 
fantasyland OR the phrase pirates of the 
caribbean (without the quotes)



 Just type OR between keywords
◦ disney fantasyland OR “pirates of the 
caribbean”

 Put your OR statement in parentheses
◦ disney (fantasyland OR “pirates of the 
caribbean”)

 Use the | (“pipe”) character in place of the word 
OR
◦ disney (fantasyland | “pirates of the 
caribbean”)

 All three methods yield the exact same results.



 Just remember, 

Google’s Boolean 
default is AND

 Sometimes the 
default AND gets in 

the way.  That’s 
where OR comes in.



The old AltaVista trick of typing your keywords in 

lower case is no longer necessary.



 Google is not case sensitive. 

 So, the following searches all yield exactly the 

same results: 
disney fantasyland pirates

Disney Fantasyland Pirates

DISNEY FANTASYLAND PIRATES

DiSnEy FaNtAsYlAnD pIrAtEs



Bet you didn’t know THAT!



 Until recently, Google wouldn’t accept more than 

10 keywords at a time.
◦ Any keyword past 10 was simply ignored.

 Google now accepts up to 32 keywords.
◦ Stick with 10.



When you wish upon a *.



 Wildcards are characters, usually asterisks (*), 

that represent other characters. 

 For example, some search engines support a 

technique called “stemming.”
◦ With stemming, you search for something like 
pirate* and the search engine shows you all the 

pages in its database that contain variants of the word 

pirate – pirates, pirated, etc.

 But, did you notice I said “some search 

engines?”



 Google doesn’t require a wildcard to stem. 
 When appropriate, Google automatically 

searches not only for your search terms but also 
for words that are similar to some or all of those 
terms. 

 A search for pirate life for me will also 
automatically include hits for
◦ pirate’s life for me

◦ pirates life for me

◦ Pirated life for me

 You can turn off stemming with a + or quotes, 
but not always.



 As for wildcards, Google doesn’t offer stemming 
wildcards but rather offers “full-word” wildcards.

 For example, if you search Google for it’s a * 
world, Google shows you all of the pages in its 
database that contain the phrase “it’s a small 
world” … and “it’s a nano world” … and “it’s a 
Linux world” … and so on.



 Most of the hits are 

phrases because 

that’s what Google 

looks for first.

 Oh, I defy you to get 

this song out of your 

head anytime soon!



 Google doesn’t count wildcards toward the 32 

word limit.

 For example, Google thinks that though * 

mountains divide * * oceans * wide 

it's * small world after all is exactly 

10 words long.

 There’s that annoying song again. Didn’t I say it 

would be hard to get out of your head?



 Well college writing instructors think this is fun:

“concepts * within it have * all * in our society”



A me life for pirate’s?



Remember, because 
Google searches for 
phrases first, the 
order of your 
keywords matters.



A search for disney 

fantasyland 

pirates yields the 

same number of hits as 

a search for 
fantasyland 

disney pirates, but 

the order of those hits –

especially the first 10 –

is noticeably different.



 Google’s Boolean default is AND.

 Capitalization does not matter.

 Google has a hard limit of 32 keywords.

 Google supports stemming and wildcard 
searches.

 Most writing instructors know this stuff.

 The order of your keywords matters.



Beyond plusses, minuses, ANDs, ORs, quotes, 

and *s



❖ Google has special programs 
called spiders (a.k.a. “Google 
bots”) that constantly search 
the Internet looking for new 
or updated Web pages.

❖ When a spider finds a new or 
updated page, it reads that 
entire page, reports back to 
Google, and then visits all of 
the other pages to which that 
new page links.



 When the spider reports back to Google, it doesn’t 

just tell Google the new or updated page’s URL.

 The spider also sends Google a complete copy of 

the entire Web page – HTML, text, images, etc. 

 Google then adds that page and all of its content 

to Google’s cache.



❖When you search Google, you’re actually 

searching Google’s cache of Web pages.

❖And because of this, you can search for more 

than text or phrases in the body of a Web page.

❖Google has some secret, advanced search 

operators that let you search specific parts of 

Web pages or specific types of information.



Query modifiers
• filetype:
• intitle:
• allintitle:
• inurl:
• allinurl:
• site:
• synonyms

Alternative query types
• cache:
• link:
• related:
• info:

Other information needs
• phonebook:

• stocks:

• define:

• Google Calculator

• weather

• movie:



Stuff you can add to your regular searches



Rich Text Format (.rtf)
Scalable Vector Graphics (.svg)
TeX/LaTeX (.tex)
Text (.txt, .text, other file 
extensions), including source code 
in common programming 
languages:

Basic source code (.bas)
C/C++ source code (.c, .cc, 
.cpp, .cxx, .h, .hpp)
C# source code (.cs)
Java source code (.java)
Perl source code (.pl)
Python source code (.py)

Wireless Markup Language (.wml, 
.wap)
XML (.xml)

Adobe Flash (.swf)
Adobe Portable Document 
Format (.pdf)
Adobe PostScript (.ps)
Autodesk Design Web Format 
(.dwf)
Google Earth (.kml, .kmz)
GPS eXchange Format (.gpx)
Hancom Hanword (.hwp)
HTML (.htm, .html, other file 
extensions)
Microsoft Excel (.xls, .xlsx)
Microsoft PowerPoint (.ppt, .pptx)
Microsoft Word (.doc, .docx)
OpenOffice presentation (.odp)
OpenOffice spreadsheet (.ods)
OpenOffice text (.odt)



 filetype: restricts your results to files ending 
in ".doc" (or .xls, .ppt. etc.), and shows you only 
files created with the corresponding program. 

 There can be no space between filetype:
and the file extension

 The “dot” in the file extension – .doc – is 
optional.



 pirates filetype:pdf

 pirates -filetype:pdf



 Using intitle: restricts 
the results to documents 
containing a particular 
word in its title.

 There can be no space 
between intitle: and 
the following word.

 You can also search for 
phrases.  Just put your 
phrase in quotes.



<!DOCTYPE HTML>

<html>

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" 

content="text/html; charset=utf-8">

<title>Pirates of the Caribbean</title>

</head>

<body>

</body>

</html>



intitle:terms

intitle:pirates

pirates -intitle:”walt disney”



 What would happen if I searched for
intitle:shampoo ingredient (without the 
quotes?)

 Google would look for every page with the world 
shampoo in its title AND the word ingredient
somewhere in its body.

 Remember, the quotes are kind of important if you 
want to search for phrases using intitle:



 intitle:shampoo ingredient

 allintitle:shampoo ingredient



 Using inurl:

restricts the results to 

documents containing 

a particular word in its 

URL.

 There can be no 

space between 
inurl: and the 

following word.



A URL is a uniform resource locator, a string that 
uses a standard syntax to identify an access 
protocol, location, and identifier for a file or other 
Internet resource.
◦ http://www.disney.com/

◦ http://www.google.com/

◦ ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/

◦ news:google.public.support.general

http://www.disney.com/
http://www.google.com/
ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/
news:google.public.support.general


inurl:term

inurl:disney

pirates –inurl:disney



 Using site: restricts 

the results to those 

websites in a domain.

 There can be no 

space between 
site: and the 

domain.



site:domain

site:si.edu

dinosaur site:si.edu

“elephant race”site:fullerton.edu



 You use site: in conjunction with another 
search term or phrase.
pirates site:disney.com

 You can also use site: to exclude sites.
pirates –site:disney.com

 You can use site: to exclude or include entire 
domains (and, like with filetype, the dot is 
optional).
pirates –site:com
pirates site:edu



 A search for a recent New York Times article on 
endangered South American species.

Enter “site:nytimes.com” to specify The New York Times. Enter 
“south american” — in quotes — for that phrase specifically, 
then “endangered” normally and “~species” to search related 
words, too, like “animals.” Finally, “2010..2014” — with two 
periods — will give you results published only within that 
timeframe.



 What would happen if you searched for 
dinosaurs site:edu site:com

 Remember: Use an OR search to include or exclude 
hits from multiple sites or domains.



 Using ~ before a 

keyword tells Google 

to search for both that 

keyword and its 

synonyms.

 There can be no 
space between ~ and 

the keyword.



~keyword

pirate ~treasure



Stuff you can use if you want to search without 

using any keywords



 Using cache: shows the 

version of a web page 

that Google has in its 

cache.

 There can be no space 
between cache: and the 

URL.

 You can use cache: in 

conjunction with a 

keyword or phrase, but 

few do.



cache:URL

cache:disney.com



 Using link: restricts 

the results to those 

web pages that have 

links to the specified 

URL.

 There can be no 

space between 
link: and the URL.



link:URL

link:disney.com



 Using related: lists 

web pages that are 

"similar" to a specified 

web page.

 There can be no 

space between 
related: and the 

URL.



related:URL

related:disney.com



 Using info:

presents some 

information that 

Google has about a 

particular web page.

 There can be no 

space between 
info: and the URL.



info:URL

info:disney.com

info:si.edu



https://www.google.com/advanced_search

https://www.google.com/advanced_search




Clicking on any provided

link will get you the PDF

of the paper



You can save your articles.



Find more about a certain picture by clicking the camera icon on 

Google Images. It brings up this box:



 This gives you the option to upload an image 
from your computer or insert an image URL. 

 If you’re using Chrome, right-clicking on a 
picture will also give you an option to “Search 
Google for this image.”

 So next time you see an 

adorable dress on the Internet

use Google to track it down.



 You can also narrow down an image search 
by clicking the “Search Tools” menu.



Did you know that Google can look up phone numbers, 
stock quotes, dictionary definitions, and even the 

answer to math problems?



Put @ in front of a word to search 
social media. For example: @twitter.



Put # in front of a word. 
For example: #throwbackthursday



Put $ in front of an item 

For example: $sandisk extreme 500gb



 There are two ways to 
use Google’s phonebook:
◦ Just do a regular search.
◦ Use one of Google’s 

phonebook commands.

 Phonebook commands 
[in lowercase]:
◦ phonebook: searches the 

entire Google phonebook.
◦ rphonebook: searches 

residential listings only.
◦ bphonebook: searches 

business listings only.



 first name (or first initial), last name, city (state is 
optional) 

 first name (or first initial), last name, state 
 first name (or first initial), last name, area code 
 first name (or first initial), last name, zip code 
 phone number, including area code 
 last name, city, state 
 last name, zip code 



phonebook:Data

phonebook:disneyland ca

phonebook:(714) 781-4636



 If you begin a query with 
stocks: Google will 
treat the rest of the query 
terms as stock ticker 
symbols, and will link to a 
Yahoo finance page 
showing stock 
information for those 
symbols.

 Go crazy with the spaces 
– Google ignores them!



stocks:Symbol1 Symbol2 …

stocks: wvvi

stocks: aapl intc msft macr



 If you begin a query 
with define: Google 

will display definitions 

for the word or phrase 

that follows, if 

definitions are 

available.

 You don’t need 

quotes around your 

phrases.



define:term

define:pirate

define:barbary coast



 Simply key in what you'd 
like Google to compute 
(like 2+2) and then hit 
enter.

 Google’s Calculator can 
solve math problems 
involving basic arithmetic, 
more complicated math, 
units of measure and 
conversions, and 
physical constants. 





3+44

56*78

1.21 GW / 88 mph

100 miles in kilometers

sine(30 degrees) 

G*(6e24 kg)/(4000 miles)^2 

0x7d3 in roman numerals

For instructions on how to use the Google Calculator, see http://www.google.com/help/calculator.html

http://www.google.com/help/calculator.html


 Using weather

presents the three to 

four day weather 

forecast for a 

particular US city.

 You don’t need a 
colon in weather.



weather city

weather city state

weather zip code
weather anaheim

weather irvine, ca

weather 90210



 Using movie presents movies showing in a 

particular city based on geo-location.



Even More Google Stuff













Hidden Google Games You Can Play When You 
Are Bored
◦ Google Gravity
◦ Garden Gnomes
◦ Solitaire (Google Search)
◦ Smarty Pins 
◦ Flight Simulator (Google Earth)
◦ T-Rex Run (Google Chrome Browser)
◦ Zerg Rush (Google Search)
◦ Pac Man (Google Search)
◦ Snake (Google Search)
◦ Breakout (Google Search)

https://mrdoob.com/projects/chromeexperiments/google-gravity/
https://www.google.com/doodles/celebrating-garden-gnomes
https://smartypins.withgoogle.com/
https://www.geo-fs.com/geofs.php
https://elgoog.im/t-rex/




https://www.google.com/sky

https://www.google.com/sky


Search for Askew.

Search for Recursion.

Search for “ascii art”

Search for “do a barrel roll”

Search for “text adventure“

Search for “conway's game of life“

Search for “anagram“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZLey00_1Ds




 Designed for bringing up relevant 
information based on what your camera sees.

 For example, if you point your camera to 
a Wi-Fi sticker, the app will automatically 
connect to the Wi-Fi source that has been 
scanned, or…



 Can identify:
◦ Artwork
◦ Barcodes
◦ Books
◦ Buildings
◦ Landmarks
◦ Media covers
◦ Movies
◦ Music albums
◦ Paintings
◦ Places
◦ Points of Interest
◦ Statues
◦ Video games

 Can perform:
◦ Add contacts from a 

business card

◦ Language translation

◦ Look up product 
information

◦ Open web addresses in 
your browser

◦ Plant and animal 
identification

◦ Save dates to your 
calendar from a poster



 Lens is on the Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL and on 
all Android phones with Google Photos 
installed.

 Google Lens is available on iOS
◦ You can access the tool via Google Photos
◦ To access the feature on your iOS device, launch the 

Google Photos app, select a photo, then tap on the 
Google Lens icon. Depending on what the photo is, you 
can then check the details Google provides, or take an 
action. Google notes that if your web and app activity 
setting is switched on, your Google Lens activity will be 
saved to your Google account. You can delete any 
history from your My Activity page at any time.



Where to get more information



 The Wayback Machine is a digital archive of 
the World Wide Web and other information on 
the Internet. It was launched in 2001 by the 
Internet Archive, a nonprofit organization 
based in San Francisco, California, United 
States.

https://web.archive.org/


Chemeketa
Aug 2000



America Online
In

1996



Google Search Help Center

See More Google

https://support.google.com/websearch/#topic=3378866


http://www.google.com/support
http://www.google.com/support


http://www.googleguide.com/


 The Case Against Google

 Is Google Too Powerful?

 DuckDuckGo a better search engine?

 DuckDuckGo Search Tips

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/20/magazine/the-case-against-google.html
https://www.debate.org/opinions/is-google-too-powerful
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.thewindowsclub.com/duckduckgo-search-tips-tricks


This presentation was created following the 
Fair Use Guidelines for Educational Multimedia. 
Certain materials are included under the Fair 
Use exemption of the U.S. Copyright 
Law. Further use of these materials and this 
presentation is not restricted.


